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The organization of the paper is as follows. We introduce the binary top division between subordinative and coordinative [NN] N units in section 2, and then give a detailed description and analysis of the two categories in sections 3 and 4. We deal with more subclasses and some hard-to-categorize and / or deceptive units in section 5, compare the status of units in French with that in English in section 6, and summarize our main conclusions in section 7.
Subordinatives vs. coordinatives
Our top division rests on the presence or absence of a semantic nonhead-to-head relation. Units with such a relation, generally labelled as SUBORDINATIVE, denote a conceptual subcategory of the category denoted by the semantic head, which corresponds to N2 in English and N1 in French. This is evidenced by the test sentences in T1:
T1
(a) An N1N2 is an N2.
A space rocket is a rocket.
(b) Un N1N2 est un N1.
Un pneu neige est un pneu.
'A tyre snow is a tyre.'
The symmetrical test, T2, must return an unacceptable sentence: T2 (a) An N1N2 is an N1.
*A space rocket is a space.
(b) Un N1N2 est un N2.
*Un pneu neige est une neige.
'A tyre snow is a snow.'
Subordinative units are hierarchical in nature, and corresponding NNN units or the even more complex ones found in scientific and technical terminologies have internal structure due to the recursive application of the pattern (but see section 6 for restrictions about French):
(1) (a) [[railway filter-tip cigarette.
Units without a non-head-to-head relation are semantically coordinative, and generally known as A number of authors, for example Fabb (1998) , Olsen (2004) and Dressler (2006) , have put forth a dual classification of [NN] N units. Scalise & Bisetto (2009) , by contrast, present a threefold classification.
Applying Lieber's (2004 Lieber's ( , 2009 ) model of lexical representations, their three higher-level classes (SUB, ATAP and COORD) correspond to SUBORDINATION, ATTRIBUTION-APPOSITION and COORDINATION, which they justify by the fact that these are the three categories of relations existing in syntax. Like Scalise &
Bisetto's classification, a dual division based on the presence / absence of a semantic nonhead-to-head relation can be extended to other word classes, as in A crocodile clip is a clip which is like a crocodile.
*A shower gel is a gel which is like a shower.
(b) Un N1N2 est un N1 qui est comme un N2.
Une pince crocodile est une pince qui est comme un crocodile.
*Un gel douche est un gel qui est comme une douche.
Those units that return acceptable utterances on T3 all have affinities with metaphor in that only a subset of the perceptual, behavioural or functional features in the representation of the non-head serves to isolate a subcategory of the head. In the case of crocodile clip / pince crocodile, only the snout and the teeth of the crocodile provide a description for the device in question, while its scaly skin, aquatic life and predatoriness are overlooked in the compositive process. As the semantic relation of modification in this subclass consists in the attribution of features of the non-head to the head, the label ATTRIBUTIVE is adequate. This attribution results in semantic intersection between the representations of N1 and N2.
Other examples are beltway, bullet train, hermit crab, kidney bean, chapeau melon 'hat melon = bowler hat', crabe yéti 'crab yeti = Kiwa hirsuta', pommes allumettes 'potatoes matchsticks = thin-cut fries', ville champignon 'town mushroom = boomtown' and voiture pie 'car magpie = panda car'.
The other subordinatives, like shower gel and gel douche above, do not exhibit analogy in their nonhead-to-head relation, whose nature is much more difficult to describe in simple terms, so the term RELATIONAL can be retained for them. On the surface, the modification relation provides the semantic intersection that subcategorizes the head as in the case of attributives. A difference with attributives is that the meaning can be represented by means of a predication, with two cases. In the more frequent case, both N1 and N2 are arguments or complements of the predication: Downing's (1977) oft-quoted example 'apple-juice seat', as well as lexicalized units semantically underpinned by a complex scenario, such as banana republic 'a small country in the tropics which is economically dependent on a single export commodity and run kleptocratically', bingo wings 'flabs under the upper arms of elderly women', soccer mom 'a middle-class suburban stay-at-home woman with children', appartement ravioli 'flat ravioli = a flat in which illegal migrants prepare unsanitary food for Chinese restaurants' and argent braguette 'money trouser-fly = child allowance money' (in overseas regional French), retraite cocotier 'retirement-pension coconut-tree = the high pension of a metropolitan civil servant who retires in the Pacific Islands'. But even in these latter cases, the relation in itself is rather uncomplicated when the intervening metonymies are removed: with the telic one which is common to names of artefacts. Selkirk (1982: 25) summarized the problems involved in categorizing the relations:
[…] the range of possible semantic relations between the head and non-head is so broad and ill defined as to defy any attempt to characterize all or even a majority of the cases.
It is not possible to survey here all the classifications that have been put forth, but they range from very restricted, abstract lists like those of Hatcher (1960) for English and Noailly (1990) , and it appears that many of the possible criteria, like adjectival derivation or the impossibility of using N2 in a predicative noun phrase, as in (17) and (18), are applicable only to a subset of the units. (25) *This is a fish that has remained cat in spite of its untypical habitat.
(26) *C'est un poisson qui est resté chat malgré son habitat atypique.
In some cases, however, no semantic reduction is detectable, nor is the modifier attested in non-attributive adjectival positions. The multiplication of NN sequences with identical N2s might give the impression that these N2s function like adjectives, but there is no objective reason not to consider the corresponding items as composite lexical units, as in the following examples:
(27) (a) radar albedo, radar antenna, radar ceiling, radar clutter, radar detection, radar discretion, radar echo, radar horizon, radar noise, radar signal, radar signature (b) baril papier 'barrel paper = oil shares', bulletin papier 'ballot paper = paper ballot', convocation papier 'notice paper = paper notice', copie papier 'print-off paper = hard copy', exemplaire papier 'copy paper = paper copy', journal papier 'newspaper paper = printed newspaper', pierre papier 'stone paper = real-estate shares'.
However, an apparently intractable problem with NN sequences including adjectivized nouns is that these sequences pass Test T3 when the qualification is semantically attributive. When the other possible criteria do not apply, one has to fall back on the two above-mentioned, somewhat subjective notions of the semantic reduction of the non-head and qualification vs. subcategorization to distinguish lexical units from occasional noun phrases. This blurs category limits somewhat, and makes a prototypical approach desirable.
4 Coordinatives
Establishing a watertight distinction between subordinative and coordinative units is a thorny task. The fact that the semantic relation holding between the constituents can be paraphrased by AND in English / ET in French is a necessary but non-sufficient condition for membership in the coordinative category. In our view, membership also entails that the constituents are co-hyponyms, which leads us to discard items such as manservant, child bride, femme médecin 'woman doctor' or bébé phoque 'baby seal' from the category (see section 5 below), and that the elements are on an equal grammatical footing. Linear order is conditioned by various factors, pragmatic and phonological: the constituent referring to an event or action first in time will be ordered first (Olsen 2001) , as in dinner dance, washer-dryer, juillet-août 'July
August' or service-volée 'serve and volley'; the second constituent tends to be syllabically longer than the first one. Non-hierarchy is reflected in the possibility of linear reversibility for the constituents, as shown in T4:
Oxidation-reduction could be named reduction-oxidation.
*A mushroom town could be named a town mushroom.
(b) N1N2 pourrait être dénommé N2N1.
La chasse-cueillette pourrait être dénommée cueillette-chasse.
'Hunting gathering could be named gathering hunting.'
La gomme-résine pourrait être dénommée résine-gomme.
'Gum resin could be named resin gum.' *Un oiseau mouche pourrait être dénommé mouche-oiseau.
'A bird fly [= hummingbird] could be named a fly bird.'
The property of linear reversibility sometimes leads to the lexicalization of the two units as synonyms (for example lease-lend / lend-lease, amiante-ciment / ciment-amiante 'asbestos cement' or casque-micro / micro-casque 'headphone mike = headset'), which can be seen as a sufficient condition for coordinative
status. An exception to the validity of T4 holds for asynchronous items (for example murder-suicide, hunter killer, cadrage-débordement 'committing swerving = side step' [in rugby] or juillet-août), whose constituents refer to sequential events, actions or abstractions, but asynchrony itself may be taken as evidence of non-subordinative status.
The divisions within the category are somewhat uncertain, but they are less crucial than in the case of subordinatives, which may partially explain why the categorization of coordinatives is usually not as detailed as that of subordinatives in the morphological literature. Because of the complexity of the problem, a multiple-prototype approach is useful. Three prototypes can be identified. They correspond to types of coordinatives that were, to the best of our knowledge, first brought to light by Hatcher (1951: 32): 'one entity seen as two', 'two entities seen as one' and a 'mixture' of two entities.
We term the first type MULTIFUNCTIONAL UNITS. They are felicitously inserted in T5: T5 (a) An N1N2 is an N1 who / which is also an N2.
A fighter-bomber is a fighter which is also a bomber.
A student-athlete is a student who is also an athlete.
Un boucher-charcutier est un boucher qui est aussi un charcutier.
'A butcher pork-butcher is a butcher who is also a pork-butcher.'
Une librairie-papeterie est une librairie qui est aussi une papeterie.
'A bookshop stationer's is a bookshop which is also a stationer's.'
A multifunctional unit is composed of constituents which each designate a function of the entity in question. This type of unit frequently denotes occupations (for example broker-dealer, owner-occupier, player-manager, speaker-hearer, animateur-producteur 'TV presenter / producer', député-maire 'MP mayor', ouvrier-paysan 'worker peasant' or layetier-emballeur 'trunk-maker packer') and artefacts (for example transmitter-receiver, sofa bed, porte-fenêtre 'door window = French window' or stadevélodrome 'stadium cycle-stadium').
The second type is hybrid units. These are felicitously inserted in T6:
T6 (a) N1N2 is a blend / hybrid of N1 and N2.
Blues-rock is a blend of blues and rock.
The troutperch is a hybrid of the trout and the perch.
La gomme-résine est un mélange de gomme et de résine.
'Gum resin is a blend of gum and resin.'
Un roman-poème est un hybride de roman et de poème.
'A novel poem is a hybrid of a novel and a poem.'
They denote mainly abstractions (for example rap metal, southwest, roman-poème and nord-est 'northeast') and substances (for example gum resin, tarmacadam, toxin-antitoxin, gin-tonic 'gin and tonic', whisky-soda 'Scotch and soda' and eau-méthanol 'water methanol').
The third type is additional units, which are felicitously inserted in T7: T7 (a) An N1N2 is an N1 plus an N2.
A tractor-trailer is a tractor plus a trailer. Space-time is space plus time.
Une saisie-vente, c'est une saisie plus une vente. Not all coordinatives can be neatly pigeonholed into one of the three categories. Hammer axe / marteau piolet, for instance, is functionally multifunctional, but perceptually hybrid; point-virgule 'fullpoint comma = semi-colon' is perceptually additional, but semantically hybrid. In some cases, two interpretations may co-exist: washer-dryer and collège-lycée 'middle-school high-school' will be classified as additionals in case of juxtaposition of the denotata and as multifunctionals in case of fusion of the denotata.
More subclasses
In a classificatory framework different from ours, that of Bisetto & Scalise (2005) , Arcodia et al. (2009) note that, from a purely semantic point of view, the distinction between attributive-appositive and coordinative items is not clear. Similarly, in our classification as it now stands, units like guide dog and loi-cadre 'law framework = framework law' are problematic: they give acceptable sentences on both T1
and T2 and so might be confused with coordinatives: T1 A guide dog is a dog.
T2
A guide dog is a guide.
T1
Une loi cadre est une loi.
T2
Une loi cadre est un cadre.
It can, however, be demonstrated that they are different from coordinatives. First, N1 and N2 are not cohyponyms. Then, the generic in dictionary definitions is N2 in English and N1 in French: At first sight oaktree, codfish, pierre ponce 'stone pumice = pumice stone' and thon germon 'tuna albacore = Thunnus alalunga' are equatives as they give the same results on T1 and T2. The results on T3, however, are very clearly unacceptable, whereas those of equatives are only slightly infelicitous.
T3
(a) *An oaktree is a tree which is like an oak.
(b) *La pierre ponce est une pierre qui est comme la ponce.
The modification is attributive in nature, but in a special way; instead of being a noun with independent denotation, whose representation modifies that of the head to create a subcategory, the modifier is a hyponym of the head, denoting the same entity as the whole unit:
The composite unit is more explicit than the modifier used separately as it includes the hyperonym, and this may explain the existence of these units, which alternate in discourse with the simplex form. With regard to their analogy with the names of biological taxonomy, we suggest the term GENERIC-SPECIFIC for this subclass of attributives. are also deceptive. On superficial examination, they might appear as analogical attributives. Test T8, however, which consists in forming a noun phrase with the modifier postmodified by the whole unit, is revealing:
The saw of a sawfish [is a rostrum it uses to detect prey].
La scie d'un poisson-scie [est un rostre qui lui sert à détecter ses proies].
Compare with true analogicals: This is due to the fact that T8 tests the OF abstract relation (or, conversely, the HAVE relation), which dominates the merological relation, one of the many modification relations found in relational units (see supra, section 3). Sawfish and poisson-scie are not analogicals, but relationals with the merological relation and a metaphorized non-head. They tend to be interpreted as analogicals because of the salience of the metaphor. We need not modify our classification on account of such items, which exist in very small numbers anyway and are probably not perceived as a category by speakers, but they do introduce a limited intersection between relationals and analogicals.
Lastly, we have a set of difficult customers in which N1 and N2 are not co-hyponyms and which at first sight seem to be equatives, but also strongly bains-douches 'baths showers = public baths', Paris-beurre 'Paris butter = a sandwich with butter and Paris ham' and railroute 'rail road = combined rail / road transport').
Beyond classification
We have shown in the preceding sections that, from a classificatory perspective, English and French Being lexemes, compounds constitute bases for derivation, as in penmanship (penman + -ship) or watercolourist (watercolour + -ist). The suffix in motocrottiste 'motorcycle faeces -ist = the operator of a motorcycle equipped to remove dog faeces from pavements' can attach to phrases as well as words (for example je m'en foutiste 'I don't care -ist = someone with a couldn't-care-less attitude', fil-de-fériste 'thread of iron -ist = tightrope walker' and droits-de-l'hommiste 'rights of man -ist = human-rightist'), so this unit cannot be retained as evidence of the morphological status of its base, but capital-risqueur units as morphological outputs. All the derived N1s are however independently attested, so we cannot exclude that they were used directly as bases in the formation of the composite units, by 'analogical extension' (Haspelmath & Sims 2010: 127) from the first unit in each pair, as illustrated in (40) According to Ward et al. (1991) , such examples challenge the dogma of anaphoric islandhood and its syntactic explanations. These authors suggest that the correct explanation is pragmatic and discoursal:
anaphora is possible if the non-head antecedent is accessible in the hearer's discourse representation.
Observing similar data from Italian, Gaeta & Ricca (2009) conclude that syntactic islandhood is on a gradient and correlates more with degree of lexicalization than with morphological status. At any rate, French units do not seem to behave differently from English ones in this respect, so we need to look further for clear differences. plan grand froid 'scheme great cold = a scheme to provide homeless people with shelter' and congé 24 longue maladie 'leave long illness = long-term sick leave'), but its [NN] N units manifest other influences from syntax, in particular on pluralization.
In both languages, the pluralization of composite units is marked on the head, 13 tuiles canaux° 'tiles canals = Roman tiles', romans journaux° 'novels diaries = diary novels' and chiensloups 'dogs wolves = (informal) German shepherds', plombiers-zingueurs 'plumbers roofers', batteriesfanfares 'drum-corps fanfares'). 17 A third difference concerning plurals is that the non-head of an English 25 subordinative unit is generally not pluralized, even if it denotes several entities: a passenger train is for passengers, a bar code consists of bars, etc. This aversion to internal plurals has exceptions, most of which are amenable to explanations of various types (see Dierickx 1970 , Johansson 1980 , Jamet 2008 ).
The situation in French is very different as there do not seem to be any restrictions on N2, the non-head being in the plural when it has a multiple denotation, as in base-travaux° 'base works = engineering base', bâtiment voyageurs 'building travellers = passenger building' and code-barres 'code bars = barcode'. 1971 , Mathieu-Colas 1996 , Gross 1996 : 33, Apothéloz 2002 : 18-19 and Riegel et al. 2009 
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In some lexicalist approaches, like Di Sciullo & Williams' (1987) , the Right-Hand Head Rule (Williams 1981: 61) tends to be one-to-one (in crocodile clip, a clip is compared to a crocodile), which would explain why N2 is in the singular when N1 is too, while in relationals, the merological relation, for instance, may logically be one-to-several, as in code-barres. All in all, Fradin's arguments against the morphological status of relational units do not close the debate.
From an overall examination of problems with the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis in various languages, Lieber & Scalise (2007) conclude that languages can allow morphology to use syntactic phrases, and that phrases can receive word status during the formation of the complex units that include them. Referring to facts similar to those presented above in this section for French units with phrasal constituents (Italian examples where, in the input, N1 is a morphological word and the non-head is a product of syntax, while the whole unit behaves as a morphological word), Montermini (2008) and Arcodia et al. (2009) see in them a serious challenge to modular models of grammar. Like Lieber & Scalise (2007) , they conclude that syntax can systematically, and not exceptionally, as believed before, feed into morphology.
One approach that takes this fact into account is Di Sciullo's (2005) model, in which morphology and syntax operate in parallel and can exchange sequences: while English compounds are derived in the morphological space, French units are derived in the syntactic space and then transferred to the morphological space. Note that here compounds of all categories result from the same derivation rules. In particular, since French units are derived syntactically, they must include a functional projection realized as an operator providing the semantic relation between the two nouns. In the case of coordinatives, this operator is AND / OR and in the case of relationals, it is SORT, which can either surface in prepositional units (lampe de chevet 'lamp of bedside = bedside lamp') or not be legible at the phonological interface (lampe-tempête 'lamp storm = storm lantern'; our examples). This is an appealing solution, but problems 31 with this 'theory-internal construct' are the ad hoc character and semantic indetermination of SORT and the fact that the model includes similar derivation mechanisms for subordinatives and coordinatives in spite of their crucial differences.
Conclusion
Germanic languages make more use of composite lexical units than Romance languages. Our classification, however, shows that for every class of English [NN] N compounds it is possible to find corresponding French examples. Some differences in the morphology-syntax interface are particularly noteworthy, however: while English units have external plurals, French ones take the plural flexion on their heads or on both constituents, so structure-internally; they also display less internal cohesion. From a typological perspective, they must be considered as less prototypical compounds than English units.
